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track, had jumped from 24 to 78 in a week and a half. But
there is still a large number of officially undecided congress
men, whose votes could swing one way or the other.
While Congress is on the hot seat, many lawmakers on
the state and local levels are quicker to take a stand. The
Iowa Senate has passed a continuing Resolution 17 urging
the state's congressional delegation to vote against the fast
track. Other farm state legislatures are reported to be doing
the same. Reflecting local farm sentiment, the Minnesota
based agriculture weekly, Agri-News, editorialized April 25
against the fast-track option by pointing out, "Too much is
at stake for Congress to act quickly on these agreements."
The U.S. AFL-CIO trade union federation has also fueled
the debate by producing a six-minute video on the abysmal
living and working conditions for tens of thousands of Mexi
can workers in the maquiladora zone. Reportedly, every
congressional office was sent this video, so no congressman
can plead ignorance of what the barbarous recycling of manu
facturing jobs down to the level of death camps actually
means. But the AFL-CIO has not gone on the kind of national
organizing drive necessary to ensure defeat of NAFfA.
Many local trade union officials contacted by EIR confess
total ignorance to what is stake in the agreement. Others
report that they are not mobilizing because they were not
even aware of the free trade negotiations. Some farm and
labor organizations are leaving the issue to their national
lobbyists. Others are only going as far as having in-plant
meetings with their memberships.
But the forces associated with LaRouche are deploying
to fill this vacuum. On May 1, a delegation of 30 citizens
associated with LaRouche's 1992 Democratic presidential
campaign converged on congressional offices in Washington
to lobby against NAFfA. And similar visits to local congres
sional offices have been going on across the country for
weeks. An expanded lobbying and educational effort is
planned for May 19-20 in Washington, D.C.-on the eve of
the expected vote.
In Canada, where the two-year-old U.S.-Canada Free
Trade Agreement has knocked out thousands of jobs, trade
union leaders have come out strongly against the fast track
to NAFTA. Canadian trade union leaders representing some
300 ,000 workers have released a press statement calling upon
the U.S. Congress to defeat the fast track. "We see it to be
in the interests of Canadians as well as American working
people and of the nations of Canada and the U.S. as a whole,
not to cut their throats by constructing slave-labor camps on
the Mexican border in the name of 'free enterprise.' "

Just how bad will NAFfA be?

The new E1R study forecasts that NAFfA will cause
up to one-third unemployment in critical sectors of U.S.
manufacturing within a few years of its adoption. This would
occur by the rapid growth of the so-called maquiladora zone
in Mexic(}-the in-bond assembly plants which use cheap
Mexican labor to manufacture consumer goods like electron20
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Poverty and free trade
in the Rio Grande Valley
A major aspect of the strategy of NAFTA proponents for
sneaking through "fast track" authority from the U.S.
Congress, was to hide the faC t that, to a large extent, "free
trade" already exists along the U.S.-Mexico border. Some
maquiladoras have been in operation for more than 20
years in the area and, since 1985, the Mexican government
has been phasing out protective barriers.
If an expanded free trade agreement were to be as
beneficial for both the U.S. and Mexican economies as its
advocates claim, one might expect, therefore, that part of
the promotion would be to point to the border areas to
show how successful the first phase of this program has
been.
A recent tour of the Rio Grande Valley in Texas pro
vided dramatic evidence of why this has not been done:
Much of the valley has already fallen into Third World
status, and NAFfA threatens to collapse the rest to that
level.
The valley stretches for approximately 100 miles
along the Rio Grande, from Brownsville, Texas and Mata
moros in the Mexican state pf Tamaulipas on the Gulf of
Mexico, to Rio Grande City in the west. Some of the
most productive farmland in the United States has been
developed on the Texas side. More than 85,000 acres are
cultivated, producing more, than $180 million annually
from 40 varieties of citrus fruits and vegetables, em
ploying almost 100,000 farm workers.
The agricultural infrastructure is quite impressive,
creating a lush, green landscape throughout the area. Wa
ter is pumped from the Rio Grande through underground
canals in 15 water districts. A highly integrated trans-

ics and auto parts for re-export back to the United States.
Since average U.S. manufacturing wages are about $11 per
hour, and the average wage in the maquiladoras is only 98¢
per hour, U.S. manufacturing:is expected to shut down as
runaway sweatshops are set up just across the border in
Mexico.
Over the past few years, the maquiladoras have been
growing at a rate of about 12% per year, and today employ
about a half-million Mexicans.in conditions reminiscent of
Nazi concentration camps like Auschwitz. Under NAFTA,
they can conservatively be expected to grow by about 20%
per year. What this means is ithat, over the course of the
'
199Os, about 2.5 million slave labor jobs would be created
in the maquiladoras, that is, about 250,000 jobs per year.
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portation grid with an extensive network of highways, rail
and ports rushes the fresh produce to markets throughout
the United States, placing the valley only behind Florida
and California in food production.
Growers fear that NAFfA will destroy agriculture
here, eliminating the one positive economic feature of the
region, and will force them to move their operations to
Mexico, which has no comparable infrastructure. A study
released by Texas A&M University confirms these fears,
by comparing the wages paid to farm labor on each side.
U.S. workers average $4.74 per hour, while farm workers
in Mexico are paid $3.80 per day. An official of the Texas
Citrus and Vegetable Association recently pointed out the
obvious, asking, "How in the world can we compete with
that?"

Poverty and free trade

Even with the wealth produced by valley agriculture,
which has been protected so far from the encroachments
of free trade, the valley as a whole is one of the poorest
regions in the United States. For at least the last six years,
it has had double-digit unemployment rates, with official
rates reaching 20% at times in Brownsville and McAllen.
At present, Brownsville has a 13% rate of unemployment,
McAllen is at 17.6%.
As of 1990, there were 803 maquilas on the Texas
Mexico border, almost one-third of which are in the Rio
Grande Valley. Yet, the economic boom promised by
advocates of the maquiladoras-based on the hope that
newly employed Mexican laborers would come to the
U.S. side to shop-has proven to be a fraud, as few who
work in these slave labor shops can afford to buy even
cheap goods in Mexico, much less goods on the U.S. side.
As a result, many of the small towns on the U.S. side
of the Rio Grande are empty, their shops and businesses
boarded up. In downtown areas which still maintain some
level of commercial activity, such as Brownsville, McAl-

The irony of this situation is that these new "jobs"-leaving
. aside the fact of the subhuman conditions of employment that
they entail-are large enough to wreck the U.S. economy and
labor force employment, but not large enough to provide any
real relief for Mexico's staggering unemployment problem.
Mexico needs to generate 1.25 million new jobs per year
just to integrate new entrants into the labor force, i.e., in
order to stand still at the current unemployment level of 50%
of the labor force. Yet even a maquiladora boom would
create only 250,000 jobs per year, or 20% of this amount.
On the other hand, the loss of a quarter-million jobs per year
to the maquiladoras, would directly increase unemployment
in U.S. manufacturing by about 20% over the decade-and
this doesn't even take into account the indirect impact that
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len, and Harlingen, there are whple sections where fami
lies crowd into houses which a¢ little more than rotted,
wooden shacks, hoping that someone in the family will
find a day-labor job to put some food on the table.
Even worse are the colonias, unincorporated areas
with dirt roads, no sewage sys
s, and little hope. One
of these, outside of Brownsville called Cameron Park, is
the home of more than 4,000 peC?ple. Many of the houses
in this "subdivision," as it is eup�emistically known, have
no indoor plumbing or electricity, though the "develop
ers" who sold the houses promised that both would be
available "soon." Some residents have been waiting for
:
20 years!

�
I

Though residents pay taxes· to Cameron County, to
the school district and the navigation district, they receive
few services. A crew comes twice a year to grade the
roads, which are dirt, and are the source of constant swirl
ing dust storms except when it rains, when they are mo
mentarily turned into pools of mud, with raw sewage
flowing through the quickly flooded drainage ditches. Po
lice protection is sporadic, fire protection almost nonexis
tent. Health officials report that water-borne diseases; tu
berculosis and hepatitis are widespread, with only several
poorly equipped, overburdened clinics to offer care. One
official admitted it is an area ripe for the spread of. cholera
into the United States.
Though Valley Chamber of Commerce officials have
been promoting NAFTA as the best way to improve the
situation, some admit that they hhve been disappointed by
developments over the last 10 yeJrs. One Chamber official
in Brownsville candidly admittec!t that he does not believe
the hype. "It's true," he said, "that we have not seen any
improvement in retail sales" sidce barriers were relaxed
in 1985. "I admit I'm somewhat apprehensive about the
effects of NAFTA. We may dperience another dip in
retail sales, and we could face higher unemployment."
I

-Harley Schlanger

such a collapse would have on the economy mid labor force,
which would easily bring the t�tal loss of jobs to between
one-third and one-half of those dIrrently employed.
These EIR estimates coincide, in order of magnitude,
with a suppressed Commerce Department study, which the
Washington D.C. National Joutnal reported on in its March
23, 1991 edition. According to the Journal, the secret, unre
leased study projects job lossesl of up to 40% in key U.S.
industries if NAFfA is signed, :including auto parts, steel,
shoes, and textiles. So far, administration officials, include
Trade Representative Carla Hill �, have denied that the Com
merce Department study exists. t3ut none have dared dispute
the facts of the expected unemPloyment, as documented in
the new EIR study.
I
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